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About This Software

Chameleon Media Player is non-profit utility software that helps multitaskers reclaim their computer screen space and increase
productivity. Windows and Mac users can play video files or stream with their favorite services fullscreen, transparently atop
their desktop with full control of the apps beneath. Ideal for gaming on Steam while watching Twitch TV, or simultaneously

binging your favorite movies and TV shows while you play.

Chameleon Player loads video files (mkv, mov, mp4, avi) or one of several supported streaming sites, (YouTube, Twitch TV,
HBO GO, ABC, NBC, TBS, TNT, ESPN and others*) and displays playback in a fullscreen window over your desktop. By
making this window semi-opaque and controllably transparent, your desktop is visible and fully interactable beneath. Since

Chameleon is a tray application, all mouse and keyboard events can be passed on to all background programs or Steam games on
your computer while playing your favorite videos, youtube videos or streaming shows in the foreground.

I created the software for myself initially and found it to be such a useful tool that I wanted to share it with others. It's
completely changed the way I work -- I’ve fit an extra Coursera course into my monthly routine and was able to catch up on the
latest season of Rick and Morty with little drop in my work productivity. I also play games on Steam (of course) and being able
to watch Twitch and YouTube in the background while gaming is just awesome. I would often mute these games and listen to

WNYC or other educational podcasts, but opening this up to videos as well changes everything.

Give the free demo of Chameleon a try and see what I mean! All proceeds help our non-profit, Cinq-Mars Media, to continue
its mission of educational research and technology. Originally devised as an educational tool to help busybodies aborb online

classes while multitasking and practice learned concepts while watching lecutres, Chameleon can also function as an
entertainment app.
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** Cinq-Mars Media does not endorse or provide any of the aforementioned streaming services. These may require paid
subscriptions and are not included in the purchase of Chameleon Video Player.

* Widevine is a DRM plugin some popular streaming services like Netflix and Hulu use, and while Google offers a path for
companies to license the plugin, repeated attempts to reach out have gone ignored. Certified letters, phone calls, emails, you

name it, but rest assured we haven't given up as all the code is already baked in, awaiting certification from Widevine.
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Title: Chameleon Video Player
Genre: Education, Software Training, Utilities
Developer:
Christopher Cinq-Mars Jarvis
Publisher:
Cinq-Mars Media
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 gigahertz (GHz) or faster 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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I absolutely love this game! It has so much variety, is incredibly fun, addictive, and is an excellent time killer! This game is
more fun than Mercenaries! I wish there was a game like this with a story mode like Mercenaries!. A okay game. This barely
qualifies as good as there are glitches (passengers, AI cars) steering is a bit poor, the fare system is nice. I think this qualifies as
a 6/10 game. Pika.. Pretty polished, nice enemies and environments. Low key dark soulsy vibe. Need to spam teleport like you
would dodge rolling. Haven't reached the end yet, but presume it's going to be pretty short. Would like to have touch pad
movement as well as the teleport.. FYI, the Afterbirth OST is also included (the track list is simply outdated).. I've only played
the first few areas and already know I will really enjoy this game. It suffers from a few stutters and teething problems expected
of an Early Access Title, but the spirit of Dark Souls is definitely strong in this one.

The biggest jumpscare I got was in the first few minutes and wasn't even something I saw:

Try standing on the window's ledge near the starting room.

I'm very anxious to see were this goes next.

. I just can't get into this game. I thought it was going to be more complex. It is just buying a few troops and rolling in to fight
some monsters. I have tried starting the game twice and have been unable to save and have to start over each time I play.
Customize army starts erases your army too and you have to repurchase your troops. I thought the patch was going to fix the
save game and it apparently didn't fix anything. I paid a dollar for this game and even at a dollar this game is a waste of money
and time.. It unfortunately doesn't have an english version.
I don't know if its really worth it now.. Kinda like tower defense, but your not the towers but the monsters/balloons,/whatever-
needs-to-get-to-the-other-side. It has a cliché story but it suits the game very well so that's not a problem. The game has various
units and enemies but the introduction is very good and combined with a clear tactical overview of the map nothing in this game
gets confusing, when you start you are immediatly in the action and you know how everything works, which is really nice.
It's an RTS-game, since they didn't invent brakes in this universe you gotta be really quick with using abilities and changing
routes, all in all, cool game, check in out if you're into TD and RTS.. a nice casual game just relax ,explore and listen. bandai led
people to believe that 3 new missions would be part of the first DLC pack, they are not.
bandai are scum, misleading people.
DONT BUY
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Better than Plant VS Zombies !!!
It's hard strategy game , but it has good storyline for relaxing the mind every stage .. I'll just say a couple of things about this: the
Multi-Chamber Zed Thrower needs rebalancing. It's not worth the in-game price, as its damage output is comparable to
throwing a handful of paper cranes at the Zeds, and the knockback effect isn't very strong.

Also, you want the Orca Bomb Launcher. Slow projectile that FREAKING BOUNCES. Unlike the M79, any close-range shots
that would normally dud will fall to the ground instead after dealing their impact damage; great for dealing with pursuing
Gorefasts, Stalkers, and Crawlers.. T H E A D V A N T A G E I S O U R S. To all of the cons mentioned in the other reviews
I'd like to add my five cents:

- Awful sctrolling mechanics. The game starts scrolling the screen when you are about 1\4th of the screen away from the edge of
the screen. As a result, you can't see where you're going. Thankfully, there are few punishing platforming traps.
- However, enemies CAN see and shoot you and you can't shoot them back (well, you can shoot, but the collision won't register)
unless about a half of their sprite is on the screen. Invulnerable shooting enemies would be freaking frustrating if they weren't so
easy.
- Iffy platform detection. Those hanging blue thingies don't have solid edges. Thankfully, the game doesn't have challenging
jumps.
- Badly designed boss fights. Well, at least the first one with Jackhammer bot. The arena has an obstacle, which you must jump
over, but the boss can pass by. Combined with it's speed and fast melee attack wich resets your jump height and stunlocks you,
again it would be very unfair and frustrating if it wasn't so easy. Just bring a big gun.
- Bad aiming system. The aim sometimes jumps unpredictably, is very roughly sampled despite using analog aiming, glitches
when the aiming cursor is near the edges of the screen. And itself is illogical being relative to your position, so that it shifts
when you jump, not continuing to target the designated spot as you would normally expect. I see no reason why devs would do
that.
- And the most important - you can't change the controls. Is it 2014 now or not?

I guess, with a 91% discount I wouldn't call it wasted money, but there are sertainly far better platformers to waste your time
and money on.

EDIT:
Second boss.
Yyep, fast moving, with stunlock melee, which you can't reliably dodge, because it's faster than and bigger than you. And it
itself is a hazard - a big fast ball of stunning hurt which you can't ountrun or dodge. Worsened by small weakspot hitbox, which
you can't accurately hit because your goddamn aim shifts uncontrollably with your jumps!

And two previous zombie shootout-like scenes (with stunlock melee enemies!), which depleted all my heavy weaponry.

Not sure if I want to continue this =\. its pretty good, wouldnt say its worth a full dollar, but i had my fair share of fun with it..
this piece of junk.dont ever buy it!
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